
Packing, Shipping & Receiving
Configuration Designs

From beginning to end, every phase of the 

manufacturing process presents vert stringent and 

specialized requirements, particularly when it comes 

to furnishings.

Our adept design team comprehends the intricacies 

of your working environment, having collaborated 

with numerous prominent industrial, research, 

educational, and government facilities. We specialize 

in curating workstations that encompass the ideal 

combination of features, options, and accessories 

tailored to meet the unique demands of your tasks. 

The Workplace® product line, known for its 

versatility, offers a myriad of layout possibilities, each 

meticulously crafted to fulfill specific requirements. 

These designs not only establish a robust foundation 

for a lifetime of reliable service but also boast 

adaptability, ensuring they can be easily retrofitted to 

accommodate evolving needs in the future.
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Ready to get started? We Are.
Conceptual drawings, and detailed cost quotes are 
provided on a no-obligation basis. Visit our website or 
contact a Design Specialist today for more details.

workplacenh.com
sales@workplacenh.com
800.258.9700
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Shipping Station | MF-021

A Series 1000 Tubeframe table with a maple top is 
equipped with a footrest, light suspension system with 
light, overtable shelf with power, and articulating arm for 
monitor and keyboard.

International Shipping Area | MF-044

A Series 4500 mobile work table is the foundation of this 
shipping station. the 36”Dx84”L unit was configured with a 
worksurface featuring a T-mold edge surface. A full-depth 
undertable shelf provides additional storage capacity.

Shipping & Receiving Station | MF-046

A Series 7000 Technician Station in-line row was selected for 
this shipping and receiving application. The row’s dimensions 
are 30”Dx144”L with a 36” work height. Overtable accessories 
specified are spool holders, adjustable overtable shelves with 
back and end stops, and light suspension systems. Identical 
multi-drawer cabinets flank each end of the row, while a 
cabinet with a hinged door (with adjustable inside shelf) is 
centrally located.

Packing, Shipping & Receiving
Configuration Designs
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Packing Station | MF-047

The Series 4800 Packing Station is equipped with a post-
formed Top, and storage dividers beneath the worksurface 
to help keep cartons in check. Overtable accessories help 
maintain organization and provide efficiency for this job 
function.

Large Packing Station | MF-048

Two 36”Dx72”L x 35/42” Adjustable Height Series 4500 Tables 
with Undertable Shelves are positioned back-to-back, 
providing a spacious worksurface for the packing of large 
items.

Packing Station | MF-049

Another version of the 
Series 4800 Packing 
Station, which uses 
different overtable 
accessories to meet the 
very specific needs of 
the packing operations 
performed.

Packing, Shipping & Receiving
Configuration Designs

Gift Station | MF-050

Designed to satisfy the 
needs of Internet retail, 
this gift-wrap station 
holds 5 rolls of wrapping 
paper and divider shelves 
for gift boxes. The Series 
4500 Table measures 
30”Dx60”Lx30/37” 
adjustable work height.
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Receiving Unit | MF-051

An L-shape corner unit was designed to fulfill a requirement 
for returns processing. Cabinets provide needed storage 
space; 15-amp Power Strip delivers power; and Fixed Riser 
Shelf with Divider System handles documentation materials. 
This particular unit was specified as a 30”Dx72”L station with 
a 30”x60” wing, although several sizes are available.

Incoming Receiving Verification Center | MF-045

A Series 5300 Quad work center serves the needs of this 
verification center. Station is equipped with drawer storage, 
powerstrips, divider shelves, and undertable shelf, keyboard 
tray, and light suspension systems.
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Shipping Table | MF-052 Shipping Unit | MF-053

Serving as a functional 
shipping table, a 
30”Dx60”L Series 1000 
Table is equipped 
with two adjustable 
overtable shelves, a 
divider shelf with 3 label 
holders, and a standard 
foot rest.

A custom bi-level 
shipping unit for 
an electronics 
manufacturer. Full 
depth undertable 
shelf, keyboard tray, 
powerstrip, and 
adjustable overtable 
shelf complete this 
30”Dx72”L unit.
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Shipping Station | MF-072

A Series 7200 Cabinet-to-Leg Technician Station is configured with 
a conductive top, Double Standard Uprights, and a Bubble-Wrap 
Mounting System which was designed and manufactured to meet 
this particular computer component manufacturer’s requirement.

Packing, Shipping & Receiving
Configuration Designs

Final Inspection & Packaging | MF-056

Packing & Shipping Station | MF-055

The Series 4800 Packing and Shipping Station helps put everything in 
its place with Undertable dividers and a large selection of optional 
accessories. Shown here with optional drawer case, double standard 
uprights, corkboard panel, paper roll mount, powerstrip, adjustable 
divider shelves, and label holders.

A Series 1000 table provides a solid foundation for this dual-purpose 
work unit. An adjustable light suspension system, pegboard panel, 
and powerstrip are mounted to double standard uprights above the 
table, while a spacious understable shelf provides additional storage 
space below. Unit is equipped with an ESD top.
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Packing & Shipping Area | MF-061

Free-standing Series 4500 Work Tables provide simple re-
configuration at a moments notice. Each table is equipped 
with accessories to suit a particular function. First unit (left): 
keyboard tray; Second unit: drawer case and 20-amp 
wiretrough. The corner unit ties the two together.  Next 
unit features overtable divider shelf and smaller spool 
holder, while the last, far right unit has 2 spool holders, with 
undertable divider shelf. 

Packing, Shipping & Receiving
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Packing Station | MF-057 Int’l Shipping Area | MF-058

Simple, but efficient. 
Series 4500 unit with 
overtable divider shelf, 
adjustable to any height 
along the vertical double 
standard uprights.

Mobile 4500 Series with 
36”Dx84”L specified with 
a spacious undertable 
shelf, 2 overtable dividers 
shelves on double standard 
uprights. Comes with 
powerstrip and storage 
drawer.

Packing Table | MF-059 Repack Area | MF-060

Series 4500 table 
with several optional 
accessories; undertable 
divider shelf, storage 
drawer, articulating arm, 
plastic bin mounting rails, 
overtable adj shelf on 
double standard uprights.

Atypical packing solution, 
perfect for a repack area. 
Series 6600 with sliding 
doors and adjustable 
inner shelf. Optional 
overhead accessories 
may be added any time 
in the future.
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Packaging Row | MF-066

A row of in-line series 1000 table severs as a 
packaging area. Each unit is 36”Dx72”L for a total 
row length of 216”. Undertable shelves increase 
storage capacity, while smaller items are stored 
in the small drawers at each table. 15-amp 
powerstrips supply needed power. For worker 
comfort, tops feature post-formed front edges.
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Shipping Table | MF-062 Scanning Center | MF-063

Simple, but efficient. 
Series 4500 unit with 
overtable divider 
shelf, adjustable to 
any height along 
the vertical double 
standard uprights.

Mobile 4500 Series with 
36”Dx84”L specified with 
a spacious undertable 
shelf, 2 overtable 
dividers shelves on 
double standard 
uprights. Comes with 
powerstrip and storage 
drawer.

Label Station | MF-064 Repack Bench | MF-065

Series 4500 with 2 
full-width undertable 
shelves offer 
generous storage. 
Top features post-
formed front edge, 
with 2 overtable 
divider shelves, 
powerstip and 
drawer case.

Series 7000 components 
designed the base 
of this unit. 2 single 
cabinets, one double 
cabinet, along with 
filler piece make up the 
30”x72”Lx36H. Overtable 
accessories include 
powerstrip, pegboard, 
divider shelf on double 
standard uprights.


